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Dear Friends, 
 
As I awoke this morning they were discussing Christmas on the radio and what it might look like this year. It gave 
me an idea for my article for the Town Crier which I include for you here:  
 
They said this year, that Christmas is under threat. The lights won’t be on. The fireworks have been cancelled. 
The pubs will close early. Will students  be released home for the holidays? There won't  be any large family 
gatherings. So a wrapping of winter misery is about to envelop us. Is Christmas being cancelled?  
 
Whenever I think about all of this I have the words of the prophet Isaiah running on a loop in my head. “The 
people who have walked in darkness will see a great light.” (Isaiah 9:2) My role as a church minister is to point to 
that light, to hold it up and offer it as hope to those living in darkness. But it can get lost amid all the sparkle of 
the season. It obscures the simple story of God coming into the world as a child. 
 
There are in one sense two Christmases — the Christian and secular —  they exist in an uneasy yet symbiotic 
relationship. Even the timetables of the two Christmases are different. The Christian Christmas begins the very 
day that the secular one ends. As the star appears over the stable, most people are snoozing on the sofa. It's 
hard for some to believe that God Almighty, the creator of Heaven and Earth, might appear in a smelly shed. 
God-become-human is a terrifying prospect, with Heaven emptied, and all the hope of the world invested in a 
tiny, defenceless child. 
 
An often sung Christmas carol tells of the angel appearing to the shepherds - “Fear not” said he “for mighty 
dread had seized their troubled mind”. I think it's an appropriate message as we walk through the shadow of 
death in Covid's second wave? Christmas was never meant to give us all a little break from the gloom in which 
we find ourselves. The first Christmas was a response to it. There is a famous Bible reading that ends every carol 
service: "What came into existence in him (Jesus) was Life, and the Life was Light to live by. The Life-Light blazed 
out of the darkness; the darkness couldn’t put it out." (John 1:4-5) 
 
Often, this message gets lost because Christmas starts too early and knocks out the season of Advent. Advent is 
that period of waiting, where we sit with our fears and hopelessness, looking out for words of hope to speak into 
our desperate times and deepest fears. Unless we are prepared to sit in that dark place for a while, the light of 
the new dawn will probably be missed. The light appears to those living in darkness. If we can allow ourselves to 
stay in this dark place a while longer, without easy distractions, we might hear a very different story to the one 
we think we know. 
 
Jesus came into darkness to bring light to the world, so that we might know how much we are loved, and how 
our lives can be transformed by God's light and love. Whether we are allowed our usual family gatherings or not 
this year Christmas is very definitely not cancelled. It could be the best Christmas ever. 

  
NB. This Sunday is the first Sunday of the month so we will be sharing communion together- either 
online or at our gathered worship. If you are coming to our gathered worship this Sunday please 
book through Jenny Woods.  
 

God's richest bless 
 
 


